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Pain is a strong symptom of diseases. Being an involuntary unpleasant feeling, it can be 
considered as a reliable indicator of health issues. Pain has always been expressed verbally, but 
in some cases, traditional patient self-reporting is not efficient. On one side, there are patients 
who have neurological disorders and cannot express themselves accurately, as well as patients 
who suddenly lose consciousness due to an abrupt faintness. On another side, medical staff 
working in crowded hospitals need to focus on emergencies and would opt for the automation of 
the task of looking after hospitalized patients during their entire stay, in order to notice any pain-
related emergency. These issues can be tackled with deep learning. Knowing that pain is 
generally followed by spontaneous facial behaviors, facial expressions can be used as a substitute 
to verbal reporting, to express pain. That is, with the help of image processing techniques, an 
automatic pain assessment system can be implemented to analyze facial expressions and detect 
existing pain.  
In this project, a convolutional neural network model was built and trained to detect pain 
though patients’ facial expressions, using the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain dataset [25]. First, 
faces were detected from images using the Haarcascade Frontal Face Detector [12], provided by 
OpenCV [26], and preprocessed through gray scaling, histogram equalization, face detection, 
image cropping, mean filtering and normalization. Next, preprocessed images were fed into a 
CNN model which was built based on a modified version of the VGG16 architecture. The model 
was finally evaluated and fine-tuned in a continuous way based on its accuracy. 
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Humans move their facial muscles, either spontaneously or purposefully, to 
convey a certain emotional state (e.g., sadness, happiness, fear, disgust, pain) in a 
nonverbal way. These facial moves are called facial expressions. Facial expressions vary 
between different species and humans as well; they can be affected by a person’s age, 
gender, psychological state, personality and social situations. Moreover, they can either 
be innate or acquired through the influence of someone else’s. Humans have the ability to 
discern hidden feelings and fake emotions in some cases, especially when these are 
expressed by someone with whom they have strong relationships. However, the 
automation of such tasks is very laborious and challenging. 
Facial expressions can be regarded as an effective alternative to verbal 
communication. For instance, paralyzed people can communicate through eye contact 
and eye movements. Therefore, facial expressions are very important and worthy to be 
interpreted by machines, and one of the applications in which they are involved is the 
detection of pain. 
Pain is an unpleasant feeling which is triggered by an anomaly in the body. This 
anomaly can either be medical (e.g., an injury), or emotional (e.g., stress and depression 
which can cause terrible headaches). When nerves detect tissue damage or irritation, they 
send information through the spinal cord to the brain, thus causing humans to react to that 
anomaly. Pain is either expressed verbally or physically, though facial expressions. 
 Pain can vary from being slightly annoying to debilitating. Regardless of its 
intensity, it gives a strong and reliable message that something within the body is 
malfunctioning and needs to be cured. Additionally, it can affect a person’s behavior, 
memory, concentration and intellectual capacities. Hence, it should never be neglected 
and needs to be taken seriously and treated promptly. 
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 In this regard, many entities around the world work on improving pain relief with 
the help of researchers and professionals involved in the diagnosis and treatment of pain, 
because they believe that the relief of pain is a human right; the International Association 
for the Study of Pain (IASP) [23] is one of them, and it is very active in this sector, one of 
its main events is the biennial World Congress on Pain. 
 
1.2 Statement of the problem  
 
Pain has long been expressed and described verbally. If patients have enough 
psychological mindedness, their verbal expressions are trusted to be accurate signs of 
pain. Patient verbal self-report can be very efficient for some patients but less efficient 
for others. For instance, patients in Intensive Care Units (ICU), children, newborns, 
people who suffer from neurological disorders (e.g., Dementia and Autism), paralyzed 
patients, patients who are in need of oxygen or even normal patients who suddenly lose 
the ability to express themselves due to a drastic faintness or discomfort, fail to express 
their pain and ask for help. On another side, busy medical staff in crowded hospitals and 
medical centers cannot keep looking after their patients the whole time to notice such 
emergencies and immediately act upon them. These two major problems confirm the 
need of automatic pain detection systems.  
Since pain is usually followed by spontaneous facial behaviors, which can be used 
to express pain in all circumstances, one go-to solution is to rely on them to assess pain. 
As a matter of fact, facial expressions which are the consequence of genuine pain are 
hard to hide or fake. That is the reason why facial expressions can be a great addition to 
pain assessment means. Hence, the availability of automatic pain detection systems 
would solve two main problems in healthcare, namely the automatic expression and 
detection of pain through non-verbal communication and the need of more medical staff 






Healthcare is one sector in which research must never stop. Providing quality 
healthcare services, managing patients’ conditions and doing the right diagnoses in the 
right times is pivotal in life-saving. 
COVID-19 has been a paramount motivator for this project. With an 
unmanageable number of daily cases and the necessity of physical distancing, many 
countries found the perfect opportunity to switch to tech-enabled and AI-empowered 
solutions. From online businesses and Chabot-assisted services to robots as assistants to 
automatic temperature checks in public areas to real-time identification of undisciplined 
citizens, numerous innovative solutions have emerged to contain the spread of the virus. 
Having different impacts from each other, each solution proved its worth during these 
unprecedented times. 
In any hospital and under any circumstances, for instance during COVID-19, we 
can have uncontrollable new daily cases, and medical staff can easily become very busy 
and fail to manage all emergency cases at once in addition to looking after patients who 
need more attention and care. Additionally, patients and caregivers are sometimes forced 
to abide by physical distancing rules to avoid contaminations. Furthermore, symptoms 
associated with the most critical emergencies, such as apneas, are generally very 
expressive through facial expressions. Taking all these issues into consideration has 
motivated the creation of an automatic pain detection system based on facial expressions. 
Being ahead of research topics of the decade, computer vision-empowered pain 
assessment is in full effervescence. Yet, it is still not widespread in medical centers due 
to its incompleteness and the necessity to be fused with other disciplines, such as 
psychology, which makes it a very intriguing and challenging topic which deserves 





1.4 Project goals 
 
 The main goal of this project is to build a reliable pain assessment system based 
on patients’ facial expressions and become a game-changer in healthcare. This goal can 
be broken down into three major milestones, which are: 
● Giving the opportunity to all patients, regardless of the language they speak 
as well as their psychological and physical conditions, to express their pain 
accurately and receive the right medical care at the right time. 
● Constantly looking after patients and notifying medical staff about 
emergencies while keeping them focused on their main tasks. 
● Avoid hiring more medical staff whose sole task is to ceaselessly look after 
patients and notify doctors only in case of an emergency. 
In order to fulfill this purpose, a deep learning classification model based on a 
tailored CNN architecture will be built and used as a pain assessment tool in the 
following way: a camera would be recording patients when they are not under any 
supervision and sending input frames to the classification model which will process them 
in real time and classify them into pain/no-pain images, and ultimately, notify doctors if 
pain is detected. 
The goal is not only to become a successful healthcare solution, but mainly to 
assist patients in need of help, who can only use facial expressions to seek assistance. 
 
1.5 Methodology  
 
This project was built in two phases and followed a hybrid methodology, which combines 
the design thinking process (stage 1) and the CRISP-DM methodology (stage 2), 





Figure 1.1 - The Design Thinking Process [29] 
 
 
Figure 1.2 - The CRISP-DM Methodology [24] 
 
 
1. Stage 1 - Problem Shaping (using the design thinking): Initially, there had to be a 
problem somewhere which is impactful and worth solving. Thus, in order to 
detect the need of automatic pain assessment systems, we initially went through 
the following steps: 
 
● Empathize: A lot of patients cannot express themselves verbally 
accurately (e.g., paralyzed patients), thus, they cannot convey their pain, 
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knowing that pain is a vital sign of sickness. Consequently, they need to 
be constantly under the supervision of medical staff to act upon any 
sudden emergency. However, the problem is that many hospitals find 
difficulties managing the high number of patients, and doctors have to 
focus on serious emergencies instead of keeping looking after the same 
patient for the whole day. Thus, there was a need for an automatic pain 
detection system.  
This stage should have been done on-site, in hospitals and medical centers, 
but due to COVID-19, hospital visits were limited to emergency cases 
only. Thus, the idea of doing on-site visits to have a closer look at the 
different behaviors of hospitalized patients and spend some time with 
surgeons and nurses was cancelled. Yet, a number of doctors have gladly 
accepted to provide helpful opinions and raise key challenges, virtually, in 
order to start the implementation of this project. 
● Define: After knowing that hospitals and medical centers were in need of 
an automatic pain detection system which works in real-time with all 
patients, the problem took shape. We had to find a solution which works 
automatically, continuously and in real-time for the detection of pain 
which is expressed nonverbally. 
 
● Ideate: Our main problem was the detection of pain through non-verbal 
means. Knowing that pain is associated with spontaneous facial 
expressions, the idea became very clear, we had to build a system which 
detects pain, based on facial expressions, and triggers an alarm once a 
patient is trusted to be in great discomfort and requires urgent assistance. 
At this stage, the problem was defined, there was a real need for new ways to 
detect pain non-verbally, and the idea was to build a pain assessment system for 
automatic detection of pain through facial expressions. The two last stages of the 
design thinking process (i.e., the prototyping and testing), have been explored 
deeper and in detail through the CRISP-DM methodology, as explained in stage 2. 
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2. Stage 2 - Implementation (using the CRISP-DM methodology): 
● Business Understanding: The problem has arisen from a real need in 
healthcare, hospitals and medical centers needed an automatic pain 
detection system which works in real-time, and that was implementable 
using facial expressions as pain symptoms. 
 
● Data Understanding: The system or deep-learning model had to be trained 
using real examples of real patients, which means that we had to tell the 
model what a face which conveys pain or non-pain looks like, through a 
set of examples. The model then extracts face features and uses them to 
classify new examples. For this, we sent a request to the University of 
Pittsburgh, which has generously given us the permission to use the 
UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Dataset [25] in order to fulfill this 
research project. The dataset is explored in detail in section 4.1. 
 
● Data Preparation: Raw images of patients had to be preprocessed in order 
to optimize the consumption of computing resources and eliminate outliers 
(e.g., blurry pictures, pictures with bad contrast, pictures in which many 
objects are represented, pictures where a patient’s face is not clear, etc.) 
which can mislead the model and falsify the classification results. Seven 
preprocessing steps were used in this project, namely gray scaling, 
histogram equalization, face detection, image cropping, mean filtering, 
normalization/standardization, and resizing. These steps are explained in 
detail in section 4.4. 
 
● Modeling: We started by designing a tailored CNN architecture which 
initially extracts facial features related to pain/no-pain through many 
convolutional and pooling layers, which are then fed into a fully connected 
neural network, which decides whether pain is expressed in any input 
image or not. The model was built with Pytorch [28]. More details are 




● Evaluation: The performance of the CNN model was measured after each 
trial, and the model was fine-tuned accordingly. The combination of 
parameters which gave the highest accuracy was kept for future 
predictions. More details are given in section 4.6. 
 
1.6 Limitations of the Study  
 
Pain detection is a multidisciplinary research subject. In fact, it initially seems to 
be related to the medical area solely, since it relies on a feeling triggered by an affected or 
injured organ. Yet, it is much deeper and more complicated than it sounds. Many 
challenges faced in pain detection are psychological, while others are technical. The 
psychological side of the problem is mainly concerned with the detection of genuine pain.  
While the main objective of this project is to assess pain intensities in patients, 
some roadblocks have been faced during the whole study but made it even more 
fascinating, yet hard to complete in a flawless way. The following challenges, which are 
taken into consideration for future improvements, might require many years of research 
by a diverse group of researchers, including doctors, psychologists and data scientists, 
each focusing on one aspect of the problem at once: 
1. Chronic pain, which can persist even after an illness or an injury has healed, can 
falsify predictions, since it can be confused with emergency pain. Hence, there is 
room for false alarms which can be triggered by patients with chronic pain.  
2. Patients who have slow or limited movements, e.g., patients with Bradykinesia, as 
well as patients under anesthesia may not be able to express their pain with the 
accurate intensity felt. 
3. There are non-expressive patients who can bear pain more than others. Hence, even 
under strong pain, they might not seem to be in need of assistance. Consequently, 
more expressive patients might be prioritized over them. 
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4. A lot of patients have to wear oxygen masks during their hospitalization. Thus, 
other alternatives have to be found in order to detect pain from the uncovered part 
of the face only. 
5. There are hypochondriac patients who worry more about undiagnosed illnesses than 
confirmed ones. They might feel the need of a constant presence of medical staff 
during their entire stay, so they can fake their facial expressions for the sole purpose 
of getting more attention and medical care. 
6. Different patients have different pain thresholds. From which intensity should pain 
be considered as an alarming factor, according to the patients’ symptoms?  
7. How can we prioritize patients with pain? Can a very serious case have a lower pain 
intensity than a less serious one? 
8. Patients with some diseases, e.g. Parkinson, make unintentional facial expressions 
which can be identified by the model as pain-related, while in fact they do not 
imply any kind of pain. 
9. Some body parts are more sensitive than others. Thus, patients can overreact to pain 
when a very sensitive part of their body is affected, and similarly, underreact when 
a less sensitive part is affected.  
For instance, the dataset used in this project concerns shoulder injuries in adults. It 
is specific to one kind of organs (shoulders) and one patient category (adults). 
10. Premature babies, neonates, children, teenagers and adults all react to pain in 
different ways. Consequently, building a unified model for all categories is a very 
challenging task. 
11. The psychological state of patients can affect their behaviors (i.e., facial actions). 
Therefore, a clinical interview might be required sometimes with some patients. 
12. From a technical perspective, the dataset used to train the model must be very 
diverse, with many test subjects and many examples for each subject, in order to get 
a generalized model which adapts to unseen subjects. At the same time, the more 
the number of inputs grows, the higher the complexity of the model becomes. 
Spatial and temporal complexities grow exponentially, and very powerful 




Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
 
 
The field of image processing is in constant development and research. Whether it is 
applied in medicine, in security, in satellite imagery analysis or in seismic imaging, thousands of 
researchers are pioneering daily and coming across new methods and approaches to give the 
advantage of computer aided imaging. Medical Imaging is one such field which requires daily 
improvements and growth, due to its complexity, diversity of cases and accuracy importance. 
Numerous studies on pain detection using facial expressions have been conducted on diverse 
data sets using different data analytics approaches: 
Sourav Dey Roy et al. [3] have conducted their research on the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain 
Expression Archive Database [25] in the following way: First, they converted all image frames 
into grayscale images. After that, they performed shape alignment using the Generalized 
Procrustes Analysis (GPA) by superimposing shapes on each other iteratively and adjusting their 
placement in space (translation, rotation and reflection) and size (scaling), until their mean shape 
becomes almost stable. Next, they applied texture warping, in which the texture of all images is 
warped with respect to the base shape using an affine warping, as follows: convex hulls of all 
training images and the base shape are partitioned using the Delaunay triangulation. Then, each 
pixel from each triangle in the training images is mapped to its corresponding pixel in the base 
shape using its barycentric coordinates with a bilinear interpolation correction. Afterwards, they 
performed feature extraction using Gabor filtering, in which features are extracted using a Gabor 
mask with five scales and eight orientations, and they stored them in vectors. Then they did 
feature compression (or dimensionality reduction) using the Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) in order to reduce feature vectors. PCA basically calculates new eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues and keeps the most relevant ones that minimize the loss of information caused by the 
dimensionality reduction. At the end, they built an SVM model to classify faces into non-painful 
and painful faces with four pain levels: no pain, tolerable pain, weak pain or strong pain. Their 
methodology achieved an accuracy of 87.23% for the pain detection with an accuracy of 82.43% 
for the pain level estimation. 
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Xiaojing Xu et al. [5] developed an ensemble learning model based on the UNBC-McMaster 
Shoulder Pain Expression Archive Database [25]. First, they performed face detection using the 
cascade DPM face detector. Then, the face boxes were extended by a factor of 0.1 to give the 
new cropped images. After that, colors were normalized with the mean and standard deviation 
per RGB channel. The first step was to predict the Prkachin and Solomon Pain Intensity score 
(PSPI) of the input images using the pretrained VGGFace model by replacing its last layer with 
their regression layer (Stage 1). After obtaining the PSPI score of each frame, 9 statistical 
measures were extracted from each video (mean, max, min, standard deviation, 95th, 85th, 75th, 
50th, 25th percentiles) and grouped into vectors which were fed to a fully connected neural 
network. The output was a Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score (Stage 2). The PSPI and VAS 
scores are not the only pain metrics. The Observers Pain Rating (OPR), Affective Motivational 
Scale (AMS) and Sensory Scale (SEN) are all highly correlated with the VAS, thus they were all 
combined to predict a more accurate VAS score with the lowest mean square error possible. All 
pain metrics are explained in section 4.1. 
Lijun Yin et al. [13] developed their own 3D Dynamic Facial expression Database using the 
Di3D (Dimensional Imaging 3D) face capturing system including six universal expressions: 
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise. The resulting database is a varied high-
resolution database including samples of the six different expressions from 101 subjects. The 
methodology they have followed is as follows: First, they extracted the different features of a 
face (Eyes, Nose, Mouth, Eyebrows and Chin contour) by defining their feature points. Then, 
they applied a 2D Hidden Markov Model (2D-HMM) to learn the temporal dynamics and spatial 
relationships of facial regions. A curvature classification approach was used to label the different 
facial features. After that, the 2D-HMM was used to learn the face temporal variations in the six 
different expressions mentioned previously on 60 subjects, following a 10-fold cross validation 
procedure. The accuracy of the model was 90.44%. 
Ghazal Bargshady et al. [4] used a hybrid method by combining the CNN and RNN architectures 
to classify VGGFace images into four classes: Strong Pain, Mild Pain, Weak Pain and No Pain. 
First, they started with normalizing/scaling images to 224 × 224 pixels and converted them to 
grayscale. Then, dimensionality reduction was done through image whitening by using a more 
recent technique than the PCA called the Zero-phase Component Analysis (ZCA). Afterwards, 
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they fine-tuned a pretrained VGGFace model to adapt it to the pain detection problem with four 
classes, as mentioned before. The fine-tuned model was used to extract image features which 
then became the inputs of an RNN network. The model was tested on 25 subjects using a leave-
one-out cross validation, and it gave an average accuracy of 75.2%. 
One of the methodologies proposed by Laduona Dai et al. [7] is an Action Units based method 
(Action Units are explained in section 4.2). First, Features/AUs were extracted using a software 
called OpenFace 2.0. OpenFace returns a CSV file containing the success rate of the facial 
detection of each image as well as the AU related to it. Frames in which no face is detected are 
deleted. Then, an SVM model was trained based on the intensity values of those AUs with a 
binary output (pain/no-pain). First, the model has been trained and tested using the UNBC-
McMaster Shoulder Pain Expression Archive Database using a 5-fold cross validation and gave 
an accuracy of 85% (The dataset has been balanced to have the same number of examples (3K) 
for each class value), but all samples with facial movements were classified as “Pain 
movements”, mainly because all no-pain samples represent neutral faces with no movements. 
Mohammad Tavakolian et al. [30] used a binary representation of facial expressions, using the 
UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Expression Archive Database [25]. Their goal was to do a 
multinomial classification to classify patients’ faces into many pain levels. First, they divided 
video sequences into non-overlapping segments with the same size. After that, they used a CNN 
model to extract features from randomly captured frames from each video segment. Then, they 
extracted low-level and high-level patterns from those features. At the end, they encoded the 
extracted patterns to binary, using a deep neural network. They used the Hamming distance to 
make sure that videos with the same pain intensity level have a small distance as opposed to 
those with different pain intensity levels. Their model achieved an accuracy of 98.54%. 
Zakia Hammal et al. [10] performed a multinomial classification on the UNBC-McMaster 
Shoulder Pain Expression Archive Database [25] to classify frames into four pain levels, which 
were defined on the basis of the PSPI score. First, they defined four levels of pain (no-pain for 
frames with PSPI = 0, trace pain for frames with PSPI = 1, weak pain for frames with PSPI = 2 
and strong pain for frames with PSPI ≥ 3). Then, they used active appearance models to extract 
the canonical normalized frames, which were all resized to 96 x 96 pixels. Afterwards, they fed 
the canonical frames into a set of log-normal filters in order to extract facial features. Then, they 
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trained 4 separated SVM models on each class and validated them using a 5-fold cross-validation 
and leave-one-out cross-validation. The respective accuracies for each SVM model (i.e., for each 
pain level) using a 5-fold cross-validation were 97%, 96%, 96% and 98%. 
Pau Rodriguez et al. [31] used Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks on the UNBC-
McMaster Shoulder Pain Expression Archive Database [25] to do a binary classification. To start 
with, they used a CNN model to learn facial features from the VGG-Face dataset. Then, they 
linked the CNN model to an LSTM model which explores the temporal relationships between the 
different frames. After that, they compared their model’s performance using both the canonical 
normalized frames and the entire frames. The highest accuracy they have achieved was 90.3%. 
They also tried to test their model on the CK+ facial emotion recognition dataset to see if it can 
be generalized, and they reached an accuracy of 97.2%. 
Zhanli Chen et al. [32] came up with a different approach from the ones cited previously, which 
they implemented based on the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Expression Archive Database 
[25]. Instead of relying on pain intensity scores to classify images and video sequences, they 
detected individual pain-related AUs by themselves and combined them using two different 
structures (compact and clustered). After that, they used two different frameworks, namely the 
Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) and Multiple Clustered Instance Learning (MCIL) to train 
their models based on low-dimensional features. Their classifier achieved an accuracy of 87%. 
Reza Kharghanian et al. [33] used the same logic as Zhanli Chen et al. [32]; they used an 
unsupervised learning approach to classify unlabeled images. First, they extracted features of 
shape and appearance separately from faces, using a Convolutional Deep Belief Network 
(CDBN). Those extracted features were then used to train an SVM model with a linear kernel 
which has two output classes (pain/no-pain). Their model was tested on the UNBC-McMaster 
Shoulder Pain Expression Archive Database [25], and it achieved an accuracy of 87.2%.
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Chapter 3 - Project Description 
 
 
3.1 Computer Vision 
 
Computer vision is the study of the perception and processing of images by 
computers, which can either be in the form of digital images, video sequences or even 
medical images such as MRI and X-ray images. In this project, we will process digital 
images specifically. 
 
Computer vision is one of the most prominent and most complex research areas 
nowadays due to the fact that it tries to reproduce the vision task, which is effortless and 
automatic for humans and many animals but very complex and computationally 
expensive for computers [1]. 
 
Computer vision encompasses a wide range of applications. From reproducing 
human visual abilities to creating new visual capabilities, Computer vision applications 
vary between giving the ability to computers to recognize faces and classify objects into 
different categories, helping self-driving cars to identify pedestrians, road obstacles and 
traffic lights, and in a more complex way, synthesizing and restoring defected images and 
recognizing sound waves from discernable vibrations in videos [2]. 
 
3.2 Digital Image Processing  
 
Image processing involves a number of mathematical operations applied to 
images in order to extract relevant information to perform a certain task. A grayscale 
image is a matrix of pixels which are stored as 8-bit integers ranging from 0 (Black) to 
255 (White). As to RGB images, three matrices (or a tensor), representing the primary 
colors of light (Red, Green and Blue), are superimposed on each other to represent 
different colors and color nuances. Images can be represented in other color spaces, such 
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as the CMYK, which combines the primary colors of pigment (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow 
and Key or Black).  
 
Some color spaces are preferred over others depending on their use cases. For 
instance, RGB is used to represent digital images, while CMYK is used in printing 
(Printers require the four CMYK colors only, for their cartridges). 
 
 
3.3 Deep learning 
 
Knowing why CNNs are the go-to solution in computer vision requires some 
knowledge about deep learning. Machine learning is an application of artificial 
intelligence which is being used in any sector one can think of, whether to make 
predictions, prescriptions or to describe certain behaviors or patterns in data. In simple 
words, it is the application through which machines learn and improve by experience 
using a set of examples characterized by predefined features, such as the location, area 




Figure 3.1 - Machine Learning [16] 
 
In some cases, input data is in a raw and unstructured form, which means that its 
features need to be extracted first before it can be processed. For instance, a picture is a 
set of pixels, which initially do not have any specific feature. In such a case, deep 






       Figure 3.2 - Deep Learning [16] 
 
Whether it is for machine learning or deep learning, we have three main types of 
learning: 
 
a. Supervised learning: The term supervised implies that the machine learning 
system is being guided by an instructor [2]. In this type of learning, each example 
is labeled. Input features are linked to an output feature, also called a target 
feature. This means that the model knows what value or class is assigned to which 
example, and tries to find a relationship between inputs and outputs to predict 
future outputs for future unseen data. If these outputs are categorical, we are 
performing classification (e.g., classifying a transaction as fraudulent or genuine). 
Else, if the output is a numerical real value, we are performing regression (e.g., 
predicting the price of a flat). 
 
b. Unsupervised learning: In this type of learning, outputs are unknown, i.e, the 
machine learning model has no guidance or assistance. As a consequence, it tries 
to find similarities between examples and puts them in different clusters, which 
are similar internally but different externally. This task is called clustering, and it 
is the most common unsupervised learning task [14].   
 
c. Reinforcement learning: In this type of learning, the model learns through 
feedback. That is to say, it maps situations to actions in order to maximize a 






3.4 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 
 
Artificial neural networks are the most emerging deep learning algorithms in 
which data is processed through many layers in the exact same way human brains work. 
The first layer, which represents initial inputs, is called the input layer. It is followed by a 
number of hidden layers in the middle which are connected to each other. The last hidden 
layer is connected to the output layer, which gives the final prediction.  
 
In deep neural networks, features are extracted from a layer to another; the output 
of a layer is the input of the next layer. Thus, information is processed gradually to the 
smallest level of granularity until it becomes interpretable by machines. Afterwards, 
models try to do the most likely prediction given a set of features. It is worthy to mention 
that predictions can never be correct at 100%. A machine tries to predict the closest 




         Figure 3.3 – Artificial Neural Network Architecture [17] 
 
 
3.5 ANN Terminology 
 
Before diving deeper into how neural networks operate and implement them, we 




a. Parameters/Weights: Model parameters or weights in ANNs are values 
which are extracted by the model from the data. When a model is trained on a 
specific dataset, it calculates some parameters which are used to define the 
model formula, which is used to make predictions on unseen data. 
 
b. Hyperparameters: Values which are used to configure a model are called 
hyperparameters. They cannot be estimated from data and are often manually 
tuned by programmers. There are some hyperparameters which perform best 
for specific problems, but there is no rule of thumb which says which value is 
the best; the best set of hyperparameters is known after many trials and 
performance estimations on the model. When hyperparameters are tuned, they 
affect model parameters as well. Hence, the best hyperparameter values give 
the best parameter values.  
 
c. Hidden Layers: In ANNs, we have three types of layers:  
 
● The input layer, which carries the initial data features. The number of 
neurons in the input layer equals the number of features in the dataset.  
● The output layer, which represents the possible outputs of the model. 
The number of neurons in the output layer equals the number of 
possible classes in classification, and a single neuron in regression.  
● The hidden layers: Intermediate layers between the input and output 
layers are called hidden layers. Data is processed gradually, from a 
layer to another, until predictions are made. 
 
d. Activation Function: Every neuron in a hidden layer receives a value from 
the previous layer, which it processes and sends to the next layer. This value is 
the sum of weighted inputs, to which a bias is added. This is called a linear 
activation function.  
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                          Linear (X) = ∑ =𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖  + b                               (3.1) 
 
    (X is a vector of features, (x1, . . . , xn) are the inputs and b is the bias) 
 
If a nonlinear function is applied to the weighted sum, it is called a nonlinear 
activation function. Nonlinear activation functions allow large weighted sums 
to fall within a small interval. Some of the most widely used nonlinear 




                         s = 
1
1 + 𝑒−𝑥











                          (3.3) 
 











e. Bias: The bias is a constant value which is added to the sum of weighted 
inputs as an estimation of its difference from its real value, because in 
machine learning, results are never accurate at 100%.  
 
f. Loss Function: A loss function is used to estimate the error of a model. The 






● The mean absolute error (L1 Loss): 
 
                      MAE = 
1
n
∑  ni=1 | yi −  yî| 
                  (3.5) 
 
(n is the number of samples and yi and yî are the predicted and the 
actual output values of the ithsample, respectively)  
 
● The mean squared error (L2 Loss): 
 
              MSE = 
1
n
∑  ni=1 (yi −  yî)²                       (3.6) 
 
● The cross-entropy loss: 
 
            CE(s,t) = -∑  
size(s)
i=1 log(si)ti                           (3.7) 
 
(t is the ground truth vector, which is the one hot encoded label and 
s is the prediction) 
 
 
g. Optimization Algorithm: Machine learning models use optimization 
algorithms in order to select the parameters which lead to the optimal solution. 
Some of the most famous optimizers include the Stochastic Gradient Descent 
(SGD) and Adam. 
 
D. Kingma et al. [22] found that Adam is more effective with large models 
and datasets than other optimizers, by testing it on a multilayer perceptron for 
the MNIST digit dataset, in addition to a couple of CNN models for the 
CIFAR-10 dataset, as shown in Figure 3.4. 
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    Figure 3.4 – Comparison of Adam’s performance with other optimizers on a 
multilayer perceptron for the MNIST digit dataset [22] 
 
h. Learning Rate: The learning rate is the amount by which weights are 
updated, or the step made by weights between epochs. A small learning rate 
can lead to a higher execution time, while a large one can skip the global 
optimum. 
 
i. Epoch: An epoch is one iteration of the learning model on the whole dataset. 
  
j. Batch: A batch is a subset of training examples used to train the model in one 
iteration. 
 
k. Overfitting/Underfitting: When a model memorizes the training examples 
instead of learning on them, it overperforms. This is called overfitting. 
Similarly, when a model does not have enough training examples, it cannot be 




l. Backpropagation: When weights are calculated from a layer to another in 
one epoch, they have to be updated in order to be used in the next epochs. 





3.6 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in Computer Vision 
 
In computer vision, the data we deal with is images. Images are a special type of 
data which need to be processed thoroughly. On one hand, we currently have pretty 
decent cameras which allow us to take high resolution pictures, which means more pixels 
and consequently, higher computing requirements.  
 
Suppose that we have an average quality grayscale image of 300 x 300 pixels. A 
simple Artificial Neural Network (e.g., a Multilayer Perceptron) would have 300 x 300 = 
90,000 inputs, and for RGB images, the number of inputs would be tripled. Each of these 
features would be connected to each neuron in the next layer, with weights in between to 
calculate and fine-tune. In this case, we can expect the execution time to range from 
weeks to months, even with the best hardware configuration available nowadays. With 
CNNs, a group of inputs is reduced to one value, which means that the model has less 
parameters to learn, which leads to more computational efficiency and less overfitting. 
On the other hand, pixels would be distributed randomly in a simple ANN architecture; 
however, images have to be processed differently because the location of each pixel is of 
the essence. Indeed, if pixels change, the whole image changes. 
 
When an image is captured by the human brain, it processes one area at a time. 
For instance, before we recognize a person as such, we have to extract features from their 
face. One way of doing so would be recognizing a change in color between skin and a 
certain feature, let it be an eyelash. Another area would be processed in the same way, 
giving another feature, and so on, until an eye, a nose and a mouth are recognized. The 
process continues until all facial features have been extracted and we recognize people 
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we know. That is exactly how images have to be processed, area by area, and CNNs work 
in the exact same way. 
 
3.7 CNN Architectures 
 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are one type of artificial neural networks 
which are widely used to perform computer vision tasks because of their ability to 
process huge data in a more simplified and organized way than ordinary neural networks. 
 
The logic behind CNNs is very similar to ordinary neural networks. The major 
difference is that in ordinary neural networks, each input is represented by a neuron, and 
each neuron in a layer is connected to the next layer’s neurons. This is called a fully 
connected network. In CNNs, there are groups of neurons, and each group is responsible 
for processing one area of the image. 
 
CNNs use three types of layers: 
 
1. The convolutional layer: In this type of layers, each group of neurons processes 
one area of the image, (i.e., a group of pixels from the image) using: 
 
a. A Kernel or Filter, which is a tensor of size (fw x fh x nc), with fw and fh 
being the width and height of the filter respectively (fw and fh are usually 
odd), and nc the number of channels in the image. Each channel of the 
filter is superimposed on the appropriate channel of each region in the 
image. The values of each filter’s channel are multiplied by the targeted 
region’s values in the appropriate channel and summed to get a scalar 
value. Thus, the dimensions of the image decrease after each convolution, 
as shown in formulas (3.10) and (3.11) and Figure 3.5. 
Many filters can be used in one layer, in order to detect as many different 
features as possible. For instance, in edge detection, using many filters 
helps the model to detect features with different orientations. 
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Each filter has its own bias. Thus, the number of parameters to learn in 
each convolutional layer equals the size of one filter multiplied by the 
number of filters, plus the number of filters, which corresponds to the 
biases. 
 
b. A stride, which is the number of pixels by which the filter slides between 
regions. 
 
The filter must lie entirely within the image, i.e., it must cover the whole area 
which is being processed. If it is larger than the processed area, it skips it, 
leaving behind some unprocessed pixels. For this, there are two types of 
convolutions: 
 
● Valid Convolutions, in which areas which are smaller than the 
filter are skipped. 
● Same Convolutions, in which a number of pixels, filled with 
zeros, is added in the borders of the image. This operation is called 
padding.  
The goal behind padding is to keep the size of the input unchanged 
in order not to skip any small area and take borders into 
consideration as well, because after each convolution, the 
dimensions of the input decrease, and the pixels which are in the 
borders are discarded. 
 
The number of pixels to add in each same convolution is called the 
padding amount, and it is calculated with the following formulas: 
 
               pw = 
𝑠 (𝑛𝑤 − 1) − 𝑛𝑤 + 𝑓𝑤
2
                         (3.8) 
 
                ph = 
𝑠 (𝑛ℎ − 1) − 𝑛ℎ + 𝑓ℎ
2




The new dimensions of an image after a convolutional operation are: 
 
 
       n’w = ⌊
nw + 2pw − fw
sw
+ 1 ⌋                             (3.10) 
 
        n’h = ⌊
nh + 2ph − fh
sh
+ 1 ⌋                               (3.11) 
 
(nw and nh are the width and height of the output/new image, pw and ph are the 
horizontal and vertical padding amounts and sw and sh are the horizontal and 
vertical stride amounts, respectively) 
 
 
Figure 3.5 – Convolution operation using two 3 x 3 filters, a stride of 2 and a padding   
amount of 1 [18] 
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2. The pooling layer: Since many filters are used in each convolution, the depth of 
the input image increases. Thus, in order to reduce computational time and 
complexity, CNNs reduce the convolution outputs’ dimensionality, in the pooling 
phase, by applying an empty filter on each region (as explained in the 
convolutional layer), which extracts the most important features only. Since a 
pooling filter is empty, there are no parameters to learn in a pooling layer.  
 
There are many types of poolings, but the most widely used ones are the max 
pooling (which keeps the maximum value in the targeted region) and the average 





Figure 3.6 - Max and Average Poolings, with a 2 x 2 filter and a stride of 2 [19] 
 
 
3. The Fully Connected (FC) layer: Once all features are extracted, they are 
gathered in a tensor of features, called a feature map. This feature map is then 
flattened as a vector, called a fully connected layer, because each neuron in this 
vector is fully connected with all neurons in the next vector. This flattened layer 




A convolutional layer can either be followed by another convolutional layer, a pooling 
layer or a fully connected layer. Similarly, a pooling layer can either be followed by a 
convolutional layer or a fully connected layer. But the latter is the beginning of a fully 
connected network, so it is automatically connected to another fully connected layer.  
 
The three types of layers of a CNN model which classifies handwritten digits are 
illustrated in Figure 3.7.  
 
 
        Figure 3.7 - CNN Architecture [20] 
 
3.8 Deep Learning Tools 
 
 The following libraries have been used in this project: 
3.8.1.   PyTorch 
 
PyTorch [28] is a deep learning library based on the torch library. The idea 
behind it is to process data using mathematical objects which handle 
multidimensional data, called Tensors. These tensors allow PyTorch to make use 
of mathematical operations to handle data, especially matrix operations. One of 
the key strengths of PyTorch is parallelism. Operations can be executed on many 
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GPUs in parallel, which make PyTorch computationally effective and suitable for 
complex operations on large datasets that need to be splitted into mini-batches and 
processed in parallel. Furthermore, it uses a great memory management approach 
that frees all unused intermediate values [11]. 
 
Unlike other similar libraries, PyTorch has a very intuitive Python-like 
syntax and uses an object-oriented approach. Hence, all its modules can be used 
in a functional form. 
 
PyTorch is decidedly the main competitor of Tensorflow, which is one of 
the most trusted, powerful and flexible deep learning frameworks nowadays.  
With very similar functionalities, less programming burden, a large community 
and a very good documentation, PyTorch is by far preferred in research. 
 
 
3.8.2.   OpenCV 
 
OpenCV [26] is a computer vision and Machine Learning library aimed at 
performing different operations on images such as face recognition and moving-
objects tracking, in addition to more elementary transformations like gray-scaling, 
morphing, normalization and rotation. OpenCV is widely used by a lot of big 










 The data used to fulfill this project is the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain 
Expression Archive Database [25]. It has been collected by researchers from McMaster 
University and the University of Northern British Columbia, and shared for research 
purposes in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University and the University of 
Pittsburgh [6]. 
A total of 25 patients who were suffering from shoulder pain caused by arthritis, 
bursitis, tendonitis, subluxation, rotator cuff injuries, impingement syndromes, bone spur, 
capsulitis and dislocation, underwent the following range-of-motion tests on both 
affected and unaffected limbs:  
1. Abduction: In abduction movements, the arm is lifted forward and up in the 
sagittal plane (i.e., the plane which divides the body into right and left parts). 
2. Flexion: In flexion, the humerus (or upper arm) moves forward from the rest 
of the body. 
3. Internal (resp. external) rotation of each arm separately: Involves bending the 
arm 90 degrees at the elbow, abducting it by 90 degrees and finally turning it 
internally (resp. externally). 
All those tests were performed under active and passive conditions. In active tests, 
patients had to perform movements by themselves to the best of their ability (i.e., until 
pain would prevent them from doing further movements), whereas in passive tests, a 
physiotherapist would move patients’ limbs until the maximum range would be reached 
or they would be stopped by patients themselves who would not bear the pain anymore. 
For each test, a video sequence was recorded with frequent changes in pose, as we 




Figure 4.1 – Pitch, Yaw and Roll of Frames in the UNBC-McMaster Dataset [6] 
 
The pitch, yaw and roll in frames taken from all sequences range between -40 and 30. 
According to Lucey et al. [6], head movement coincides with painful facial expressions. 
A total of 200 video sequences containing spontaneous facial expressions related 
to genuine pain were recorded for the 25 patients. Those sequences were rated by 
observers and pain was self-reported by patients using three different types of 
assessments, to make sure that the rating is as accurate as possible: 
1. The sensory scale (SEN): Used to reflect the pain intensity. It starts at 
“extremely weak” and finishes at “extremely intense”. 
2. The affective-motivational scale (AFF): Used to reflect the unpleasantness 
incurred by the pain. It starts at “bearable” and finishes at “excruciating”. 
3. The visual analogue scales (VAS): Gives more flexibility to the patient to rate 
pain in the most accurate way possible by providing a 10 cm scale anchored at 
each end with the words “No Pain” and “Worst Pain”, on which patients can 
select the most accurate intensity, even if it ranges between two specific 
intensities (e.g., between “moderately strong” and “very strong”). 
4. Observers Pain Intensity (OPI): Trained observers rated patients’ pains using a 
6-point scale ranging from 0 (no pain) to 5 (strong pain). A number of those 
ratings were rated by a second rater to assess their reliability, and the Pearson 
correlation between both ratings was 80%. In addition, the correlation between 
the OPI and patient self-reported VAS was 74%, which is higher than the high 
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concurrent validity threshold (70%) [6]. Thus, sequence-level ratings can be 
considered as trustworthy.  
 A total of 48,398 frames were captured from each sequence and coded into Action 
Units (AUs) by certified Facial Action Unit System (FACS) coders.  
 
4.2 Action Units (AU), the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) and the 
Prkachin and Solomon Pain Intensity (PSPI) score 
 
4.2.1. Action Units are the fundamental actions involving one or multiple muscles in 
response to a certain feeling, such as cheek raising, lip stretching and head left turning. 
AUs are encoded using the FACS. 
 
 
                   Figure 4.2 - Example of AUs [21] 
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4.2.2. The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is a system used to taxonomize facial 
actions or movements. It is used by psychologists and animators to categorize a person’s 
emotions based on facial actions. The FACS assigns to every AU a unique code. For 
instance, AU number 6 corresponds to cheek rising, AU number 20 corresponds to lip 
stretching and AU number 51 to head left turning. 
Based on a considerable amount of literature on FACS, a number of AUs have been 
considered as possibly related to pain [6]: AU4 (brow-lowering), AU6 (cheek-raising), 
AU7 (eyelid tightening), AU9 (nose wrinkling), AU10 (upper-lip raising), AU12 (oblique 
lip raising), AU20 (horizontal lip stretch), AU25 (lips parting), AU26 (jaw dropping), 
AU27 (mouth stretching) and AU43 (eye-closure). 
4.2.3. Prkachin and Solomon Pain Intensity Score (PSPI): 
In 1992, Prkachin [8] found that the most representative AUs for pain are 
brow lowering (AU4), orbital tightening (AU6 and AU7), levator contraction 
(AU9 and AU10) and eye closure (AU43).  
Later on, Prkachin and Solomon [9] confirmed that the four actions, 
discovered by Prkachin in 1992 [8], contained the majority of pain information. 
Based on that, they defined the following pain formula: 
      Pain = AU4 + (AU6 or AU7) + (AU9 or AU10) + AU43     (4.1) 
AU4 and AU43 must be present in pain, one of AU6 and AU7 and one of AU9 
and AU10 must be present too (the highest intensity would be selected if both are 
present). 
Each AU is scored on a 6-point scale based on its intensity ranging between “a” 
(0) for absent intensity and “f” (5) for maximum intensity, except for AU43 which 
has a binary intensity: 0 (absent) or 1 (present) [6]. For instance, AU6d refers to 
cheek rising with an intensity of 3. 
Here, the Prkachin and Solomon Pain Intensity score (PSPI score) [9] was 
introduced as the only metric for pain intensity based on facial expressions. 
From formula (4.1), the PSPI score formula is: 
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      PSPI = AU4 + max (AU6, AU7) + max (AU9, AU10) + AU43     (4.2) 
Consequently, if a frame is coded as: 
      FACS = AU4a + AU6d + AU7d+ AU12d + AU43 
Its PSPI score would be: 
   PSPI = 1 + max (4, 4) + 1 = 6 
 
Based on the calculated PSPI score, we will use two classes of pain to build our model: 
 
 Pain Class 
 No pain  Pain 






    Table 4.1 - Pain Classes in the UNBC-McMaster data set 
 
4.3 Exploratory Data Analysis 
 
As mentioned in the previous section, the UNBC-McMaster dataset has 25 
subjects (patients) who underwent different kinds of tests in different sequences, from 




                
 
      Figure 4.3 - UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Data Sample 
 
 
The average size of a frame is 320 x 240 pixels. Figure 4.4 shows the number of frames captured 
from each subject (patient).   
   
   Figure 4.4 - Distribution of frames over subjects (patients) 
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We can see that subjects 16, 14 and 19 have the highest number of recorded frames, as opposed 
to subjects 23, 7 and 12, which have the lowest number of frames. This means that if the training 
set comprises frames of subject 16 and 23 for example, the model would perform better in the 
classification of frames of subject 16 than those of subject 23, because it was trained on more 
examples of subject 16. Hence, subject 16’s facial features became familiar to the model. 
The number of frames belonging to each class (pain/no-pain) is shown in Figure 4.5. 
  
     Figure 4.5 - Distribution of frames over classes 
 
We can note from the above figure that the dataset is not homogeneous. There is a clear 
dominance of “No Pain” frames over “Pain” ones. If the model is trained on more “No 
Pain” examples, it would be biased towards detecting “No Pain” faces, which means that 
it has more chance to misclassify a “Pain” example as “No Pain”, because it got 
accustomed to “No Pain” examples. In order to have a fair prediction model, to some 
extent, we will train our model on as many pain examples as no pain ones.  
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4.4 Data Preprocessing 
 
Real-world data is often subject to errors, noise and outliers. Before it can be 
visualized or processed, it needs to be preprocessed and cleaned. Preprocessing is a 
crucial phase in data analysis. It allows us to do a data quality assessment and resolve all 
issues which might affect the performance of our model. 
For numerical and categorical data, the following data dimensions are assessed:  
● Completeness, to check if there are missing values. 
● Conformity, to verify that all values are stored in a common format. 
● Consistency, to check if there are any conflicting values. 
● Accuracy, to check if there are incorrect, out of bound or out of date values. 
● Duplicates, to check if an entry or a feature is repeated. 
● Integrity, to check if there are unreferenced entries. 
The process is quite different with images. Images usually have to undergo a 
couple of transformations such as filtering, cropping, resizing, color grading, rotating and 
mirroring, mainly to be simplified for faster processing, to be formatted or to be adapted 
to a certain machine learning algorithm. 
The following preprocessing operations have been used in this capstone project, using the 
OpenCV [26] library: 
● Gray scaling, to keep one channel in each image and simplify the 
convolution operations. Colors are not impactful in this problem. However, 
they can be of the essence in other problems (e.g., the classification of fruits 
into different quality classes based on many factors, including their color). 
● Histogram equalization, to unify and improve the contrast of every image 
for better edge detection. Consequently, images would neither be too bright 
nor too dark. 
● Face detection, using the predefined Haarcascade Frontal Face Detector 
[12].  
● Image cropping, to keep the frontal face of the patient only. 
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● Mean filtering, to eliminate unrepresentative pixels. In this step, every pixel 
is replaced with the average value of its neighbors, including its own value.  
● Normalization/Standardization, to keep pixel intensities within the range  
[-1,1] and have small standardized values.  
● Resizing, to adapt sizes to the CNN architecture. 
 These steps are shown in Figure 4.6. 
 
           Figure 4.6 - The different preprocessing steps applied to one image from the UNBC-
McMaster Dataset 
  
Since the UNBC-McMaster dataset is under copyright, we cannot build the model on the 
cloud. And due to the limited configuration of the local machine on which this project has 
been built compared to the high computing requirements in image processing, in which 
very powerful GPUs are used in parallel, the dataset has been trimmed and balanced in a 
way to have the same number of samples in each class. 
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4.5 Project Implementation 
 
 As mentioned in Chapter 2, CNNs have been used previously to solve the 
automatic pain assessment problem, using the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain dataset. 
Based on existing architectures and after many trials and hyperparameter tunings, the 
architecture shown in Figure 4.8 has been tailored for this project, and it is a modified 
version of the famous VGG16 architecture, shown in Figure 4.7. 
 
 
              Figure 4.7 - The VGG16 Architecture [27] 
 
 




This architecture was inspired by the VGG16 architecture and modified to fit the pain 
detection problem, by replacing the number of neurons in the second fully connected 
layer (FC2) with 1000 (against 4096 in VGG16) and the number of outputs with 2 for the 
two classes, pain and no-pain. 
In this architecture (Figure 4.8), images are initially preprocessed and resized to 224 x 
224 pixels. After that, they are fed into the CNN model which processes them as follows: 
1. Images go through two convolutional layers, with 64 3x3 filters, a stride of 1 and 
a padding of 1, followed by a max pooling layer with a filter size of 2x2 and a 
padding of 2. 
2. The resulting tensors go through two additional convolutional layers, with 128 
3x3 filters, a stride of 1 and a padding of 1, followed by a max pooling layer with 
a filter size of 2x2 and a padding of 2. 
3. The resulting tensors go through three more convolutional layers, with 256 3x3 
filters, a stride of 1 and a padding of 1, followed by a max pooling layer with a 
filter size of 2x2 and a padding of 2. 
4. The resulting tensors go through three further convolutional layers, with 512 3x3 
filters, a stride of 1 and a padding of 1, followed by a max pooling layer with a 
filter size of 2x2 and a padding of 2. 
5. The resulting tensors go through three final convolutional layers, with 512 3x3 
filters, a stride of 1 and a padding of 1. 
6. The resulting feature maps are flattened and converted to a fully connected layer 
of 7x7x512 = 25,088 neurons, which is connected to a second fully connected 
layer of 1000 neurons, which is finally connected to the output layer of two 
neurons, corresponding to the two classes (i.e., pain and no-pain). 
7. The result is a set of probabilities that each image belongs to each class. 
 
The model’s hyperparameters have been fixed at the following values: 
● Activation function: ReLU + Softmax in the last fully connected layer 
● Loss function: Cross-entropy loss 
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● Optimizer: Adam 
● Use of batch normalization: Batch normalization allows the model to be trained 
on separate mini-batches. As a consequence, weights are updated between 
batches, so the number of epochs required to train the model is minimized. 
● Use of dropout regularization: In deep learning, the more examples we have, the 
better the model can generalize and perform better on unseen data. The fewer 
examples it trains on, the more chances it has to overfit the training data and 
perform poorly on unseen data. In our case, since the number of examples is 
limited, the dropout regularization will be used to reduce overfitting. 
Dropout drops random nodes during training, thus, a single model can be seen as 
a number of different simulated architectures, with less computing power required 
to train actual models. 
  









              Figure 4.10 - Proposed CNN Architecture Definition in Pytorch (2/2) 
 
4.6 Model Testing  
 
The sample used in this project comprises 450 images. 67% of it was used to train 
the model, and images were equally distributed on both classes in the training set. The 
remaining 33% was used to test the model.  
The model was trained in 20 epochs; the change in the training accuracy is 
illustrated in Figure 4.11. 
       
            Figure 4.11 - The Training Accuracy Over 20 Epochs 
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The testing set was used to evaluate the performance of the model, as shown in Figure 
4.12. 
 
Figure 4.12 - Testing Loop of the Model 
 
The three metrics used to evaluate the performance of the model are the accuracy, the 
sensitivity and the specificity. 
                              Accuracy = 
(TP + TN)
(TP + TN + FP + FN)
                                (4.1) 
                                      Sensitivity = 
TP
TP + FN
                                      (4.2) 
                                       Specificity = 
TN
TN + FP
                                     (4.3) 
 
Where: 
● TP (True Positives) is the number of pain images which were correctly classified. 
● TN (True Negatives) is the number of no-pain images which were correctly 
classified. 
● FP (False Positives) is the number of pain images which were misclassified.  
● FN (False Negatives) is the number of no-pain images which were misclassified. 
 




  Actual Classes 
  Pain No Pain 
 
Predicted Classes 
Pain TP=28 FP=26 
No Pain FN=47 TN=49 
 




28 + 49 + 26 + 47








 = 65.3% 
 
The model achieved an accuracy of 51.3%, which is relatively low compared to results 
reached by other researchers, as mentioned in Chapter 2. The main reason is that this 
model was trained on a sample rather than the entire dataset, for computational 
limitations. Thus, it could not generalize very well and classified 51.3% of unseen images 
correctly. 
As we can see, the model has a sensitivity of 37.3% and a specificity of 65.3%, which 
means that 37.3% of pain images are detected and 65.3% of non-pain images are detected 
as such. This means that the model performs better when no pain is expressed. This is, of 
course, subject to change with the change of the training examples. But the main skeleton 
of the model is supposed to give much better results if the model is fed with more 
examples, since examples are preprocessed minutiously and all special cases are taken 





Chapter 5 - Conclusion 
 
 
5.1  Conclusion  
 
 Computer vision is a topic which is in full effervescence. Being the subject of 
many research papers nowadays, it keeps evolving and it is progressively becoming part 
of the 21𝑠𝑡 century’s AI applications, automatic pain detection is one of them, as we saw 
in this project. 
 Deep learning keeps proving its worth since a couple of years now, especially 
with huge datasets which need deep processing, and CNNs gained a lot of popularity and 
success with this kind of data. This project has specifically confirmed this point. We saw 
that with relatively big images of 224 x 224 pixels = 50,176 inputs, CNN-based models 
can perform complex and very deep processings effectively and neatly. With tools such 
as Pytorch [28] and OpenCV [26], the implementation of very complex architectures can 
be easy and time-saving. 
This study has investigated the use and performance of CNNs on image datasets 
by building a binary classification model which classifies patient images as pain or no-
pain images, using the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Dataset [25]. First, faces were 
extracted from images using the Haarcascade Frontal Face Detector [12] and 
preprocessed through gray scaling, histogram equalization, face detection, image 
cropping, mean filtering and normalization. After that, preprocessed images were fed into 
a CNN model which was built based on a modified version of the VGG16 architecture. 
The accuracy achieved by the model was 51.3%, and it was affected by the number of 
examples on which the model was trained. 
This project was the perfect example of a computer vision application. It helped 
us explore different solutions and discover what deep learning is really about and how 
real-world problems are dealt with. One key takeaway from this project is that image 
processing is different from processing other types of data. There must be an important 
number of diversified images in order to build a reliable model. For instance, we had 25 
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subjects (patients) in our dataset. If we test the model on a subject who does not belong to 
the 25 subjects available, let it be the 26𝑡ℎ patient, it might misclassify their frames. 
 This project is believed to be a game-changer in healthcare, and is hopefully 
expected to come into action in the very near future. Pain detection systems based on 
facial expressions will sooner or later become more efficient and reliable, with the 
expansion of data, and healthcare entities will gladly adopt them. 
5.2 Recommendations 
 
The biggest challenge encountered in this project was the processing of huge data 
on limited hardware, which led to the alteration of the entire data structure in order to be 
adapted to the solutions in hand, which is not necessarily a bad thing, since it taught us 
that every problem can be solved, to some extent, with the limited means which are at our 
disposal. 
 Since the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Dataset is the most famous and widely 
used dataset in automatic pain detection, including it in the most famous deep learning 
libraries, such as Pytorch and Tensorflow, can be very helpful for researchers. In this 
way, they can directly load it through the libraries and drastically reduce the loading time 
and save memory for the core processing tasks. 
 One other recommendation is to include more testing subjects in the dataset, in 
order to generalize our models and get better results with patients which the model sees 
for the first time. 
 To ease the preprocessing phase and avoid eliminating samples which might be 
irrelevant or problematic to the model, dataset owners should preferably ask patients to 
remove their glasses and keep their faces clear before recording, and no talking, smiling 






5.3 Future Work 
 
Now that the minimal viable solution has taken shape, it will be improved by 
feeding the model with more data and gradually solving the multiple limitations of the 
study, which were mentioned in section 1.6. 
It would also be interesting to consider using Conditional Generative Adversarial 
Networks (CGANs) to generate synthetic facial images, in order to strengthen the training 
set. 
After undergoing many changes and improvements, the model can be embedded 
on a device or a robot in order to come into action in hospitals, as it was initially meant to 
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